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AUTHORS NOTE: The events described in this book are true, exactly as told to me by an

extraordinary celebrity agent before his fall from grace and imprisonment on fake, trumped up

charges. I have changed only names and locations to protect the innocent - and the guilty."Excellent

writing. Fresh, engaging and pushing the boundaries. It's written by someone who has obviously

worked in the celebrity industry he describes and provides a fascinating left-field insight into a

glamorous but tawdry world." U.S. REVIEWS AUTHOR'S WARNING. Please note, as previously

mentioned this is a true story. It reflects bad people doing bad things and features a high degree of

profanity and some scenes that are violent or sexual in nature. I make no apologies for that; 'the

truth is rarely plain and never simple' - and usually ugly.Celebrities have secrets. Meet the man who

knows them all and will do anything to keep them quiet. Even murder.Andrew Manning has spent 20

years masterfully reviving celebrity careers that have been rocked by scandal, but now some

particularly difficult and demanding characters are about strain even his abilities to the limit: Shelley.

Model and fashion icon, she's determined to blackmail her closeted, gay footballer husband into a

lucrative divorce settlementâ€¦but Shelley has her own dark and destructive secret.Joey. Handsome,

young reality TV star and sex symbol. His career is in tatters after launching an expletive-laden

attack against the Queen of England, but he's determined to hang on to his celebrity even if it

means slowly poisoning himself to death. The Producer, a king in the world of entertainment - rich,

powerful, sexually deviant and a serial abuser of hopeful young wannabes. Charlie. Morbidly obese,

murderous Mafiosi adviser (and creature) to... Janey. Musical superstar, mad, bad and dangerous

to know. Janey consumes liquidized human fetuses in the belief this will preserve her youthful (or

should that be vampiric?) good looks.Johnny. Andrew's partner, a psychopath with a heart of gold

and voices in his head. He's on a mission to murder as many celebrities as possible. And when an

ambitious young photographer snaps Janey in the middle of one of her disgusting meals, things

begin to spin rapidly out of control for Andrew.How will Andrew reconcile the demands of such

disparate and desperate characters. And who's going to end up dead?I Really, Really Want It also

features shocking cameo performances from a glittering list of famous, household names. Is your

favorite celebrity in the book? "A close look into the seemingly insane experiences of

celebritiesâ€¦.captivating and unique...recommended." U.S. REVIEWSâ€œMasterfully debunks the

realm of celebrity. A riveting thriller, truly original and distinctive." (Bookviral.com)"How much do you

want to be famous? An irreverent look at celebrity life. It explores the dysfunctional world of fame

and celebrities, and the imperfect world in which we all live. Anyone that is interested in reading

about human nature will enjoy this book...insightful, intelligent, and vibrantly engaging. Highly



recommended." U.S. REVIEWS"DO NOT pick up this book until you have a few hours to give to

nothing but reading. Celebrity, glitz, glam and murder...this book is a delightful ride!" U.S

REVIEWS"The author does a magnificent job of allowing the reader a dirty sneak peek into the

murky world of celebs, (Andy even addresses you, the reader, drawing you in further and making

you feel eerily part of it all) creating toxic hateful characters and yet somehow making you like them!

I hope there will be more very soon from this writer. It was invigorating to read something that really

smacked you around the face and made you think." U.S REVIEWS"A fascinating story that deals

with the high powered world of celebrities!" U.S REVIEWS
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I would tell you to curl up with this book and your favorite beverage, but this wonderful book holds

an edge of your seat tale you will not be able to put down, and you will be astonished to find you

finished your whole bottle of wine! DO NOT pick up this book until you have a few hours to give to

nothing but reading. Celebrity, glitz, glam and...murder. I love when an author like this comes along

and gives me a character I want to meet in real life. Yes, I am dying to have drinks with Andrew

Manning. This book is a delightful ride and I look forward to reading more by Richard Hennerley!



"There, now you know a little bit more about me, as long as I'm telling the truth, that is. Believe me.

Don't believe me. I would say that we meet up over drinks one night so that you could tell me a bit

about yourself, except hat I already know all about you..." -Andrew Manning (Reviewed for

AuthorAmp. No money or gifts were given in exchange for this review. This review is entirely my

own opinion without outside influence.)

How much do you want to be famous? â€œI really, really want itâ€• by Richard Hennerley is an

irreverent look at celebrity life. It explores the dysfunctional world of fame and celebrities, and the

imperfect world in which we all live. Anyone that is interested in reading about human nature will

enjoy this book. It is ironic how we tend to idolize the lifestyles of the famous, as the truth is often so

far removed from the fantasy we've created. It's a well-written and thought-provoking read. It will

take an average reader about 4 Ã‚Â½ hours to finish reading. Plan ahead. You will not want to put it

down! This book is insightful, intelligent, and vibrantly engaging. Highly recommended.

I was taken by the description, this book is unlike anything I've seen on  or anywhere before. I

constantly skim through pages online to find something that grasps my interest and this book was

just what I was looking for.Andrew Manning sure has his work cut out for him and the different

battles he faces are delightfully captivating. I thoroughly loved how this story flows and it will draw

you in all the way until the last page.I would check this out if you are a eager to experience

something that, to my knowledge, has not been done before or if you just want to get lost in a plot

that will leave you thinking about it for months after.I really had a great time reading this and I am

enthusiastic to read more material by Richard Hennerly hereafter!

I really, really liked this book. When I can open up a book and within a few pages I can start writing

a film play for it, It's good. Not only did I like this book I loved it. I started casing actors in different

roles as I read it. I gave it 4 stars only because I felt that it could have gone on a few more chapters

before ending the way that Richard decided to end it. This book should get a lot of attention and I

mean some Simon Pegg, Nick Frost, Edgar Wright type of attention. Kevin Smith could do a lot with

it as well.

Talk about a dark comedy.The humor is definitely dark in nature. There are parts that will make you

laugh and others that will have you sitting there with your mouth hanging open re-reading to make

sure that you read the words correctly.The book is centered on a "fixer" of the celebrity world.



Uniquely for me was that this book takes place across the pond but the most despicable characters

turns out to be American.While this book is written on extremes it appeals to that base thought of

what the rich and famous get up to and get away with that most of use secretly and not so secretly

think.It contains everything you would expect like sex, murder, marriages of convenience, black

mail, spying, and one thing I can't even write about here. You'll just have to buy the book to find out

what it is.The book is written in a style that has become popular in movies and T.V. where the

characters talk right to the audience through the camera. Throughout this book the main character

comments to and talks directly to the reader which was odd at first but was really a very creative

change. I cannot say if this would be a good trend for all authors or genres but it works here.

I Really, Really Want It is a great story that looks behind the glitz and glamor of the famous and tells

a great story from their perspective. In this book the author has picked a few celebrity stereotypes

and puts us into their lives and lets us see what it could really be like. The book is very well written

and I finished it in 1 sitting.The characters are all brilliant in their own way and the author has done a

great job of describing their lives and their world so that you actually feel apart of it. Overall this was

a very entertaining book that I can highly recommend to anyone.

As many other reviewers had remarked, this is one book that you simply cannot put down once

you've started. It's definitely interesting, since it covers the life of celebrities... something I'm sure we

all wonder about from time to time. Behind the cameras and the glamor, it seems that celebrities are

just imperfect humans like anyone else. One of the things that really stood out from this book

though, was its colorful characters. Most of them can't be more different from one another, yet I

found myself quite invested in their storylines as I read on. Wonderful writing, wonderful read. Can't

wait to see more from Hennerley!
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